ThreatConnect
& BlackBerry

Integrated Products:
BlackBerry Protect

ThreatConnect® and BlackBerry® have partnered

BlackBerry Optics

to allow users to take immediate actions to investigate,

ThreatConnect

stop, and remediate potential threats at the endpoint based
on external threat intelligence.

Many security tools are focused on detecting malware, but attackers
now utilize numerous techniques that go beyond malware. In order to

The Challenge

protect your network, your Threat Intel teams need more information

Cybersecurity teams don't have
enough context about their threat
data and work across disparate
systems, making it difficult to
decide where to focus efforts.

about your indicators, so they know how to block them adequately. They
also need more information about detections, so they can add valuable
context from validated threat intelligence. In order to free up "human
minds" for highly cognitive "human tasks", your Security Operations Center
(SOC) and Incident Response (IR) teams need a solution to automate
manual tasks that take up precious hours of their day.

The Solution
Run Playbooks to perform
multiple actions in
BlackBerry Protect

With BlackBerry Protect and BlackBerry Optics,
security teams are able to proactively reduce risk from
threats through a predictive, native AI platform that
delivers products and services across the prevention,
detection, and response spectrum. Alongside ThreatConnect,
security teams are able to automate the detection
of threats and quickly perform automation actions.
BlackBerry Protect is an AI-based endpoint security solution that
prevents breaches and provides added controls for safeguarding
against sophisticated threats.
BlackBerry Protect Playbook App
 Deploy new high-risk

indicators from ThreatConnect
to BlackBerry Protect
Global Block List

 Ensure users are working
with the most relevant data
for their organization

ThreatConnect.com

Automate investigative
actions such as getting
device information

Available Playbook actions:
è

Get Threat

è

Get Threats

è

Delete from
Global List

è

Get Threat
Devices

è

Get Device

è

Get Devices

è

Get Threat
Download URL

è

Get Device
Threats

è

Get Global List

è

Update Device

è

Add to Global List

Take containment actions
such as updating a device

BlackBerry
Protect
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Run Playbooks to perform
multiple actions in
BlackBerry Optics

The Solution
BlackBerry Optics pushes all detection and response decisions

Available Playbook actions:

down to the endpoint, eliminating response latency that can
mean the difference between a minor security event and a

è

Get Detections

widespread, uncontrolled security incident.

è

Update Detection

è

BlackBerry Optics Playbook App

Get Detection

è

Get Recent
Detections

è

Get Detections
CSV

è

Lockdown Device

 Download recent detections from BlackBerry Optics
and run them against validated threat intelligence
from ThreatConnect

è

Request
File Retrieval
from Device

è

Check File
Retrieval Status
from Device

è

Get Retrieved
File Results

 Automate investigative actions such as retrieving
a file from a device
 Take containment actions such as locking down a device

BlackBerry
Optics

Features and Benefits


Sends indicators from ThreatConnect to BlackBerry
for alerting



Automate investigative actions to save your team
time and budget



Users have full control of which ThreatConnect
indicators are sent to BlackBerry



Take containment actions to protect your network

How to Get
Started

If you are already a ThreatConnect customer, these Playbooks can be downloaded and installed
from the ThreatConnect App Catalogue or by contacting your Customer Success Representative.
If you are not a current ThreatConnect customer or user and would like to know more about this,
or any of our other third-party apps or integrations, please email sales@threatconnect.com.

ThreatConnect.com

Designed by analysts but built for the entire team (security operations, threat intelligence,
incident response and security leadership), ThreatConnect’s intelligence-driven security
operations platform is the only solution available today with intelligence, automation,
analytics, and workﬂows in a single platform. Centralize your intelligence, establish
process consistency, scale operations, and measure your eﬀectiveness in one place.
To learn more about our threat intelligence platform (TIP) or security orchestration,
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sales@threatconnect.com
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automation, and response (SOAR) solutions, visit ThreatConnect.com.
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